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Sefton Park, Liverpool, opened in 1872 and registered Grade I by English Heritage

01 INTRODUCTION
This preliminary report has been commissioned by
Knowsley Council on behalf of Nature Connected1, the
Local Nature Partnership (LNP) that operates across the
Liverpool City Region (LCR). The study is being led by
the Rethinking Parks Task Group that currently includes
five local authority partners – Halton, Knowsley,
Liverpool City, Sefton and St Helens.

This report establishes an initial baseline of the current
stock of parks and green spaces managed by the
partners. It describes the changing patterns of funding,
resourcing and maintenance and the potential fit of
these important and valuable environmental and
community assets within wider LCR priorities, activities
and investment programmes.

The Task Group has been set up by the LNP Board in
response to the significant reductions in public spend‐
ing and the growing challenge to maintain and invest in
the city region’s great wealth of public parks and green
spaces. The partners are interested in exploring new
and alternative approaches that may secure further
efficiencies and make better use of limited resources to
support the long‐term care of public parks. In time this
may lead to more collaborative and cross‐boundary
working arrangements by identifying and adopting new
models to coordinate and deliver park services through
greater partnership working.

Informed by good practice from the UK and abroad the
study explores a range of models and approaches that
may be considered for future management. This
includes regional parks boards, city park districts,
strategic park agencies and park trusts.

1

It sets out the potential scope and remit for a collective
parks initiative and describes a range of possible
funding sources and opportunities. The study then
concludes with a set of recommendations. These
provide a focus for discussion and a set of next steps
that may be commissioned to take this work forward.

See: http://www.natureconnected.org/

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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1.1 The national public spending challenge
Public spending on both statutory and non‐statutory
services has fallen significantly over the past five years.
The Local Government Association (LGA) calculates a
widening gap of approximately £2.1 Billion2 per year
between the financial pressure faced by local authori‐
ties to maintain local services and what funding is likely
to be available during this decade.
‘With social care and waste spending absorbing a rising
proportion of the resources available to councils,
funding for other council services drops by 43 per cent,
or £11.6 billion in cash terms, by the end of the
decade.’3 It has also been shown that authorities in
relatively deprived areas which tend to be more
dependent on Government grant are likely to be the
worst affected.

Exploring new and innovative models of management
is a clear priority of the Rethinking Parks Task Group
and a key objective of this study.
1.2 Impact on parks and green spaces
Most public services have had to find significant savings
in their annual spending budgets. Parks and green
spaces are no exception. In research on the impact of
cuts on a typical council (AnyCouncil) and typical
household5, the LGA found that on average Parks and
Open Spaces faced a 9% reduction in expenditure from
2010/11 to 2012/13. As a direct impact it noted that
‘maintenance schedules in AnyCouncil’s parks have
been cut back and the local park is becoming over‐
grown and less pleasant’.

Some discretionary services including parks have faced
a front‐loading of cuts from 2011/12 onwards where
these have been easier to make. With a responsibility
to meet statutory duties and a higher priority often
placed on local economic growth the cumulative
reduction is likely to be greater for these services.
The LGA has identified the most common approaches
councils are adopting to tackle the impact of future
cuts. These include reviewing how assets can be used
more effectively, increasing the local tax base, and
maximising income from investment, fees and charges.
In addition, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation4 (JFR) has
highlighted three headline strategies that have been
deployed by councils to manage austerity:
 Efficiency – aims to reduce costs of services
without changing service levels as far as the public
is concerned
 Investment – aims to reduce the need for services
or reduce their cost in the future
 Retrenchment – actions which reduce the coun‐
cil’s role in terms of the services it provides and
for whom
In adopting these strategies JFR suggests that the scale
and nature of change amounts to a substantial reposi‐
tioning of local government. ‘The impact of efficiency
savings on the capacity of local government to develop
innovative ways of managing in the new funding
climate will become apparent in the coming years’.
2

3

4

Local Government Association, Future funding outlook for councils
from 2010/11 to 2019/20, July 2012, p3.
Local Government Association, Future funding outlook 2014, July
2014, p 16.
JRF, Coping with the Cuts? Local government and poorer communi‐
ties, Nov 2013

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Parks are facing reducing facilities and maintenance

A report from Policy Exchange6 has calculated that over
£75m, or 13%, has been cut from England’s parks and
open spaces since 2010. Further analysis indicates that
spending reductions have been more than twice as
great in the north and Midlands than in the south.
The State of UK Public Parks 2014 published by the
Heritage Lottery Fund provides further evidence and
more detailed analysis of the impact of cuts on the
parks sector. Whilst there has been an increase in
visitor numbers and expansion of park friends groups,
86% of managers have faced cuts to their budgets since
2010. Almost a third of managers have had to find
savings of more than 20% and the same level of cuts is
expected over the next three years.
It appears that early projections prepared by the LGA in
20127 may be correct. The cumulative level of cuts for
some non‐statutory services, including parks and green
spaces, may rise to more than 66% and could increase
to over 90% by the end of the decade.

5
6
7

LGA, AnyCouncil and AnyHouseholds, July 2014
Policy Exchange, Park Land, 2013
LGA, Funding outlook for councils from 2010/11 to 2019/20,
Preliminary modelling, June 2012
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 Creating a Coastal Parks and Gardens Foundation
that will use new digital technologies, already
adopted in the United States, to increase oppor‐
tunities for public giving to help financially sustain
individual parks.
 Developing new approaches to managing parks by
working with volunteers to adopt alternative
maintenance techniques including the creation of
grassland meadows with bee farms and wood‐
lands producing local sources of wood fuel.
 Setting up membership subscription arrange‐
ments for parks to provide additional benefits and
income to expand park services.

Nesta Rethinking Parks research report

1.3 Nesta’s Rethinking Parks Programme
To promote and support innovation within the parks
sector Nesta, the national foundation for innovation, is
running the Rethinking Parks8 programme to the end of
2015. With £1 million national lottery funding it is
supporting 11 separate pilot projects across the UK.
These are exploring a variety of new business models
to fund and resource park services in the future. The
projects include:
 Raising voluntary or compulsory levies on busi‐
nesses by establishing a Parks Improvement Dis‐
trict that will increase funding and resourcing for
managing local parks and green spaces.
 Establishing an endowment fund to resource park
services across a city authority. This fund will be
generated through health and wellbeing pro‐
grammes, ecosystem services, public giving and
contemporary philanthropy from businesses,
charitable trusts and individuals.

Everton Park, Liverpool is a Nesta pilot project

In Liverpool, Everton Park is the focus for one of the
Nesta pilot projects. This is being led by the Land Trust
with Liverpool City Council and the Friends of Everton
Park. It is seeking to put in place a strategic plan for
community management which will be part of a wider
development plan for Everton to regenerate the area,
provide new housing and, at the same time, secure the
long‐term future of the park.
While several partners in this study were unsuccessful
in their individual bids to Nesta there will be ongoing
opportunities to engage with the programme during
this year. There is also value in keeping informed on
progress with the various pilot projects as they are
developed. Some may provide useful direct and current
experience on the technical challenges and benefits of
developing a variety of new business models.

 Providing better facilities within parks that can be
regularly used by local businesses and organisa‐
tions to increase income without reducing park
use by local residents.
8

See: http://www.nesta.org.uk/project/rethinking‐parks

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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The Botanic Gardens, Sefton, opened in 1875 and registered Grade II

02 PARKS ACROSS THE CITY REGION
Liverpool’s City Region is home to some of the greatest
and most important urban parks in the country. Many
were created during the rapid growth of Liverpool and
its ports in the nineteenth century. These include
Prince’s Park (1842), Wavertree Park (1856), Newsham
Park (1868), Stanley Park (1870) and Sefton Park
(1872). Although not currently part of this study,
Wirral’s Birkenhead Park (1847) is also recognised
internationally and is one of the most significant and
important public parks in the UK.
Park building was also a key ingredient in the growth of
the wider region. The popularity of Southport as a
seaside resort brought with it substantial investment in
public parks including Hesketh Park (1868), the Botanic
Gardens (1875) and South Marine Gardens (1887).
Bootle and St Helens also built prominent parks ‐ Derby
Park (1895) and Taylor Park (1893) respectively. Large
municipal cemeteries and crematoria also formed a
significant part of this urban expansion. Anfield
Cemetery (1861), being the largest, is registered grade
II* by English Heritage.

latterly were created through remediation and envi‐
ronmental regeneration programmes. Examples
include Bowring Park (1907), Hyton’s King George V
playing fields (c1930s), Runcorn Hill Park and local
nature reserve (c1960s), Spike Island (1975) and
Halewood Triangle Country Park (1986).
As a result the city region has an extremely rich variety
of parks and green spaces that include:









Historic municipal parks and gardens
Neighbourhood parks and play areas
Playing fields and sports grounds
Conservation parks and nature reserves
Country and coastal parks
Cemeteries and crematoria
Allotments and community gardens
Greenways and green corridors

A schedule of the main public parks that each authority
manages is included in Appendix A.
2.1 Baseline Parks Data

Twentieth century growth generally focused on large
industrial areas and new housing estates away from the
centre of Liverpool and outside historic urban centres.
Development in Knowsley and Halton brought an
increasing variety of parks and green spaces which

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

At the start of this study a brief questionnaire was
completed by all partners. Individual parks depart‐
ments collate data in different ways so information can
only provide indicative headlines on the scale and cost
of parks services across the city region.
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Initial calculations across the LCR suggest there may be:
 Over 3,400 ‐ Individual parks and green spaces
representing approximately 6,500 Ha currently
being managed
 205 ‐ Individual large parks with a combined area
of approximately 1,520 Ha under management
 86 ‐ Outdoor sports areas set over 936 Ha,
although this figure excludes Liverpool
 285 ‐ Children’s play areas
 81 ‐ Allotments
 26 ‐ Cemeteries

A detailed schedule of baseline data supplied by
partner authorities is included in Appendix B. These
figures are indicative at this stage and will require
further verification and direct comparison as part of a
more detailed analysis of the information supplied.

2.2 Expenditure on Parks
In terms of expenditure, indicative budget figures for
2014/15 include:
 £21,686m ‐ combined revenue budgets for all
parks and green spaces across the five authorities
for 2013/14

Total area of green space

 £10.988m ‐ combined revenue budgets for just
parks across the five authorities for 2013/14
 £5.011m ‐ combined capital budgets for parks
across four authorities, excluding Halton, for
2013/14
All authorities have faced significant reductions to their
budgets over the past five years. Some have had to
make larger savings earlier in this period than others
but cumulatively these average around 30% to date,
increasing more recently to 50% or more for some
individually. Reductions are expected to continue
during the rest of the decade.

Total area of parks

Parks and Green Space Expenditure
Totals

DCLG Open Space Expenditure 13/14
Total hectares of green space
Estimated hectares of parkland

Halton
£5,729m
1,263
147

Knowsley
£1.747m
692
250

Liverpool
£8.714m
3,112
800

Sefton
£4.310m
596
198

St Helens
£3.420m
839
123

£23.920m
6,502 Ha
1,518 Ha

Reported Budgets
All Green Space Revenue
Just Park Revenue 13/14
Just Park Capital 13/14

£3.175m
£1.449m
N/A

£3.255m
£1.030m
£0.732m

£9.100m
£5.078m
£0.118m

£2.044m
£0.958m
£2.740m

£4.112m
£2.473m
£1.421m

£21.686m
£10.988m
£5.011m

NOTE All figures are indicative. Each authority compiles financial data differently, including those for DCLG, and
these are based on varying assumptions. Figures therefore cannot be considered like for like. Capital budgets
will change significantly year on year with higher levels of investment occurring occasionally from external
sources such as the Heritage Lottery Fund, as is the case for Sefton during 2013/14.

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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2.3 Green Flag Parks
Although there is no comprehensive and comparative
data on the quality of parks across the city region, in
general there is a good number of Green Flags.






12 ‐ Halton 2014/15
16 ‐ Knowsley 2014/15
2 (17) ‐ Liverpool 2014/15 (2010/11)
7 ‐ Sefton 2014/15
11 ‐ St Helens 2014/15

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Whilst Liverpool currently has only two Green Flag
parks, retained as part of its Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) commitment, it previously held around 17 flags
before withdrawing from the registration process as a
cost saving and efficiency measure.
In addition to Green Flag, all authorities use in‐house
systems to monitor quality. It is unlikely that these are
standardised or directly comparative across the city
region. Halton, Knowsley, Sefton and St Helen’s
participate in the APSE benchmarking programme and
are prepared to share this data with other partners.
page 7
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2.4 Heritage Parks
There are a small number of heritage parks that are
registered by English Heritage as either Grade I, II or II*.
These Include:
 1 ‐ St Helens: Taylor Park (II)
 4 ‐ Sefton: Botanic Gardens (II), Derby Park (II),
Hesketh Park (II*), South Marine Gardens (II)
 7 ‐ Liverpool: Croxteth Hall Park (II), Newsham
Park (II), Princes Park (II*), Sefton Park (I), Stanley
Park (II*), Wavertree Park (II*)
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Final Report ‐ 18/03/15

The key heritage parks are generally clustered within
Liverpool and Southport and reflect early and ambi‐
tious investment at the start of the municipal parks
movement in the mid‐1800s.
Five of these registered parks have received HLF
investment for restoration. A further five parks have
also received HLF funding and one additional park has
recently gained an HLF development grant. These parks
have a particular commitment to maintain high
standards of future maintenance within the terms of
their grant.
page 8
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2.5 Strategic Parks
Each authority is responsible for a wide variety of parks
and green spaces. As part of this study each has
identified a draft list of strategic parks they consider to
be some of the most important that they manage.
These generally are the larger municipal parks rather
than the smaller neighbourhood spaces and playing
fields. This initial and indicative list primarily includes
those parks that are formerly registered by English
Heritage as having historic importance and most of the
current, or former, Green Flag parks.
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

The draft list totals 53 strategic parks and includes:






8 ‐ Halton: and includes 7 Green Flag Parks
6 ‐ Knowsley, and includes 3 Green Flag Parks
19 ‐ Liverpool, and includes 2 Green Flag Parks
14 ‐ Sefton, and includes 7 Green Flag Parks
6 ‐ St Helens, and includes 2 Green Flag Parks

It is expected that this schedule will be revised follow‐
ing further discussion and analysis by the partners.
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2.6 Staffing for Parks

occasionally generate a small surplus. All authorities
are looking to increase income from a variety of
internal and external sources. Health budgets provide
an increasing opportunity. There is concern that
changes to planning gain with the introduction of the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) will reduce future
levels of income from this source.

Staffing numbers vary across the authorities and as
would be expected this directly relates to whether the
service is managed in‐house or contracted out. Two
authorities ‐ Liverpool and Sefton, have contracts that
run to at least 2018. It is understood that the scope of
these contracts is reviewed on an annual basis.

2.8 Friends of Parks Groups
As at October 2014 a total of 114 operational staff are
directly employed by the partners for 2014/15. This is
down 5% since 2011/12. There are currently 21
managerial posts, falling by just one since 2011/12. The
ranger service has faced the biggest staff reduction.
Halton and Liverpool record no ranger posts for either
of the two financial years, Knowsley has held the same
number (5.8) and St Helens has had a 50% cut. In total
there are currently 25 posts across the partners
(2014/15) compared to 36 in 2011/12, a 31% reduction.

All authorities have active friends of parks groups that
undertake a variety of advocacy, fundraising and direct
maintenance activities. A total of 146 groups are
recorded across the authorities. Most are affiliated to
authority‐wide forums although there is no LCR forum
to coordinate or support the work of these groups.
2.9 Corporate Strategies and Plans
A variety of corporate documents set out the strategic
planning and management objectives for individual
parks services. These include sustainable community
strategies, local plans and parks and green space
strategies of some form.

2.7 Sources of income for Parks
All five authorities generate income for the service
from a range of sources. In total this equates to over
£4.8m although each authority calculates total income
in different ways. For example some services are
considered cost neutral whilst others may generate a
modest annual income. The largest variables are
income from planning, recorded at £1.8m in total for
three authorities, and income from the National
Lottery and other grants of £1.5m for two authorities.
Income from sponsorship, fundraising and formal levies
(such as allotment rents), is generally modest and
totals approximately £48K. However the majority of
authorities recorded no income from these particular
sources. In discussions with individual authorities
sports pitches, allotments, cemeteries and crematoria
are generally self‐funding, or cost neutral. Some may

More detailed audits and assessments of parks and
green spaces were generally undertaken in the mid‐
2000s in line with PPG17 planning guidance that has
since been superseded. These documents do however
still provide some useful data on the quantity and
accessibility of different types of green space (parks,
allotments, play areas, etc.). It is unlikely that this has
changed significantly in recent years. Most authorities
have a parks, green space or green infrastructure
strategy in place. Some are right up to date (eg.
Knowsley, 2015) others are up to ten years old.
A register of the key documents for parks and green
spaces for each authority is included in Appendix C.

Parks and Green Space Income for 2013/14
Charging for services – sports etc.
Concessions – cafes, food etc.
Other council departments
Planning gain – s106, CIL, etc
Grants and National Lottery
Commercial sponsorship
Gifts and fundraising
Formal levies and taxes
Other
£ Totals
NOTE

Halton
76,540
35,000
variable
variable
variable
25,000
‐
‐
‐
136,540

Knowsley
no charge
0
520,000
209,630
527,000
0
0
0
3,600
1,260,230

Liverpool
c80,000
n/a
n/a
167,552
0
0
0
0
25,000
262,552

Sefton
100,000
40,000
100,000
1,400,000
1,400,000
2,000
0
0
‐
3,042,000

St Helens
71,343
29,948
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,476
19,484
‐
122,251

£ Totals
327,883
104,948
620,000
1,777,182
1,485,300
27,000
1,476
19,484
28,600
4,823,573

Figures provide an indicative estimate of income for a single year may include both revenue and capital
and are compiled differently by each authority. All have different charging regimes, by example Sefton
charges for adult sport, but not junior sport. Figures therefore cannot be considered like for like.

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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Old Rough Park, Knowsley ‐ the wildflower planting was undertaken in partnership with Landlife

03 WIDER STRATEGIC CONTEXT
This decade government policy has seen a shift from
regional structures that traditionally lead on strategic
planning policy and economic development. City
regions are now playing an increasingly important
leadership role for local government in providing high‐
level direction, pooling and coordinating resources.
This transition was informed in part by a report
published by the Centre for Cities9 that in 2006
proposed creating four large city regions based on
Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool and Greater Manchester.
For Liverpool this combined six authorities ‐ the five
authorities involved in this study and Wirral. At the
time ‘city‐regional co‐operation was developing
steadily, through existing joint authorities, networks,
and the business‐led Mersey Partnership’.
3.1 Building on the strengths of the City Region
Liverpool City Region – Building on its Strengths10,
published in 2011 emphasised the growing importance
of the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the city

region. Written independently by Lord Heseltine and
Sir Terry Leahy it set out many recommendations
including the urgent need for investment in infrastruc‐
ture. ‘Transport and associated infrastructure, particu‐
larly green infrastructure, is therefore a proven
ingredient in supporting economic growth, and this
lesson needs to be remembered in plotting a future
course for Liverpool’s development’. The ‘brand’ and
identity of the city region has a key influence on
investment decisions. Parks and green spaces are a
central component of the ‘green infrastructure that will
propel Liverpool into the global premier league of
green, attractive cities to invest and live in’.
Green infrastructure supports sustainable eco‐
nomic growth, attracting investment, uplifting
land values, and creating more attractive envi‐
ronments to live in, work in and visit. It also
helps with resilience and moving to lower carbon
lifestyles. Liverpool can make a major contribu‐
tion to the country as a pioneer of greener, more
sustainable and more prosperous urban living’
para 4.5.6 / p63

9

Centre for Cities / IPPR, City Leadership, giving city regions the
power to grow, 2006
10
Heseltine and Leahy, Rebalancing Britain: Policy or Slogan?
Liverpool City Region – Building on its Strengths, 2011
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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2. Housing and Land Based Assets function, aligning
contributions to improving environmental quality.
Functions delegated to Merseytravel already include
the need to promote the economic, social and envi‐
ronmental well‐being of the Liverpool City Region.
3.3 LCR Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
The Local Enterprise Partnership was established in
2010 and secured a £232.3m Growth Deal11 with
Government in 2014. This focusses on four key priority
areas to support economic growth in the area. Spend‐
ing, set out in the accompanying Growth Plan, high‐
lights the need to ‘create an environment that supports
growth across all aspects of our economy and in all
sectors that ensures that all people and places benefit
from the growth achieved and in a sustainable way12.’

3.2 LCR Combined Authority (CA)
The Combined Authority was formerly established in
April 2014. Membership includes the six authorities in
the city region and the LEP. Its primary responsibilities
are to deliver statutory transport and economic
development and regeneration functions and promote
the economic vitality of the area. Its focus is on four
thematic functions:





Strategic Economic Development
Strategic Transport
Strategic Housing and Land Based Assets
Strategic Employment and Skills

The Authority is still in an early stage of development
but is expected to increasingly share policy and
resources around transport, housing, planning and
economic development to accelerate growth. At
present there are limited opportunities that can be
directly aligned with parks and green spaces. However,
the following strategic areas should be considered
appropriate for positioning parks and green spaces:
1. Strategic Economic Development function, in
respect of the clear alignment of strategic parks to
the City Region’s visitor economy and place based
marketing strategies.
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Quality of Place, for which parks play a significant role,
features strongly in the Plan alongside links to the
Blue/Green Economy strand. The LEP has recently
commissioned a Green Infrastructure (GI) Prospectus to
guide investments in the 2014 – 20 programme. This is
linked to strong evidence that tackling barriers to
investment by reducing risks such as flood, pollution
and poor image, can significantly improve investability.
Additional LEP work streams that offer a clear fit with
parks and green spaces include the:




Low Carbon Economy
Knowledge Economy
Visitor Economy

3.4 LCR Local Nature Partnership (LNP)
Nature Connected, the LCR LNP was established by
DEFRA in 2012. The partnership which will combine
public, private, academic and agency organisations
works across four main areas:
 Promoting and valuing the natural environment
 Consolidating and coordinating existing groups
 Developing, maintaining and using a robust evi‐
dence base
 Providing strategic influence
11
12

LCR LEP, Liverpool City Region Growth Deal, 2014
LCR LEP, Liverpool City Region Growth Plan & Strategic Economic
Plan, Draft No. 6
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Its Prospectus13 includes a wide‐ranging set of objec‐
tives and key messages that align closely with manag‐
ing and investing in the region’s asset base of parks.
The Rethinking Parks Task Group has specifically been
established within the LNP to work across boundaries
and identify alternative approaches to promote,
support and manage the city regions public parks and
green spaces.
The Group is seeking to develop more radical ideas and
models that can be submitted to the LNP Board for
further consideration. This study is part of the process
and may include the potential for establishing some
form of a Parks Agency concept. This could provide a
structure to coordinate and share activities across the
city region to support parks and green spaces and in
particular high profile ‘destination’ parks.

The Atlantic Gateway Parklands will use its approach to
‘Planned Landscapes and Creative Environments’ ‐
Parklands PLACEs ‐ to drive investment using its own
Community Environment Fund, which is available to
third sector organisations to fund innovative projects
and ideas.

3.5 LCR Green Infrastructure Strategy
3.7 EU Structural and Investment Funds
The Mersey Forest has produced an extensive green
infrastructure framework that includes Wirral and
Warrington. With detailed mapping of the GI resource,
including data on parks and private gardens, it makes
reference to the ‘establishment of a Parks Task Group,
to investigate a new approach to the management,
maintenance and marketing of urban parks’. The action
plan is structured around six ‘park compatible’ themes:







Setting the scene for growth
Supporting health and well being
Climate change
Recreation, leisure and tourism
Ecological framework
Rural economy

3.6 Atlantic Gateway Parklands
The Landscape for Prosperity14 sets out a vision and
investment framework for a wider region beyond the
LCR and local authority boundaries spanning Liverpool
and Manchester. By making the best of existing
environmental assets and resources, including many of
the regions parks and green spaces, the framework
provides an environmental foundation for long‐term
economic development and growth.

The European Union (EU) funding allocation for 2014‐
20 of £190m is coordinated by the LEP. This includes
investment in economic infrastructure, including green
infrastructure, to support growth, economic resilience
and attract investment and visitors.
The Blue/Green Economy and Place & Connectivity
portfolios provide direct opportunities for investing in
and managing parks and green spaces.
3.8 Health and Wellbeing Boards
Local councils now have direct responsibility, trans‐
ferred in part from the NHS, for improving the health of
their communities. This is primarily delivered through
Health and Wellbeing Boards that are established in
partnership with clinical commissioning groups.
Activities are structured and measured through the
Public Health Outcomes Framework.
Health and Wellbeing Strategies prepared for each
authority across the LCR provide a number of direct
and associated opportunities for using parks to
improve local standards and deliver a number of
agreed and pre‐defined public health outcomes.

13

Nature Connected ‐ Liverpool City Region’s Natural Environment is
a Unique Asset
14
Atlantic Gateway Parklands , The Landscape for Prosperity, June
2014
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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Victoria Park, Halton, opened in 1900 to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria

04 OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION
Current funding challenges for parks services provide
the impetus and growing urgency to consider new ways
of collaborative and cross‐boundary working. This
offers clear potential for developing more resourceful
and cost effective approaches for service delivery, the
capturing of additional efficiencies and the saving of
costs, overheads and resources.
This process also provides interesting opportunities to
identify and develop new innovative and creative
management methods that can lead to improvements
in the fabric and future performance of parks; ensuring
they are fit for purpose, more environmentally produc‐
tive and properly equipped to meet the current and
future needs of their surrounding communities.
The following themes and activities describe a range of
opportunities for collaboration. Some address immedi‐
ate needs, such as advocacy and fundraising, some
identify opportunities to better coordinate and
streamline functions, whilst others can contribute to a
more strategic repositioning and restructuring of parks
services. Each implies different levels of joint‐working,
integration and organisational change but all are
geared to provide a range of benefits that can include:

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey








Adding value to existing services
Supplementing tasks that have been recently lost
Diversifying sources of income and resources
Expanding the role of partners and stakeholders
Piloting and testing new management approaches
Coordinating and joining up services

Whilst the focus of this study is specifically to support
the management and care of the city region’s parks all
partners are responsible for a wider portfolio of green
spaces. These may include sports areas, allotments and
cemeteries and for some, this scope may also extend to
spaces for housing, education and highways. In time
many of these activities could become part of a wider
parks remit but are not included or considered within
the scope of this study.
Many of the following activities are undertaken to a
greater or lesser extent by all partners at present. With
reducing resources and the loss of staff the majority of
time is spent on the direct day‐to‐day needs of deliver‐
ing the service leaving little time for more strategic
activities. It is thought that there would be clear
benefits to sub‐regionalise and collaborate on some of
these activities to add value to local delivery, capture
economies of scale and pool or appoint particular staff
with specific and niche skills such as fundraising and
business development. Further work will be needed to
establish and quantify these benefits.
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4.1 Advocacy and Championing

 Coordinating bids for capital investment, including
those to the HLF/BIG Lottery, Environment Agency
and Natural England, to limit competition for
funds and pool the staff and consultancy resource
required for bid preparation and delivery.
 Establishing a more coordinated approach to
securing income from fees, concessions and
events including standardised leases and rates.
 Pooling of a central management fund or endow‐
ment to supplement the maintenance costs of
strategic parks to protect their quality.

There is a need to maintain the public and political
profile of parks to promote their value and continually
present a strong case for funding and resourcing. This
can often require the repositioning of parks services to
align with changing corporate and political priorities at
both local and regional levels. These currently include
the need to promote economic growth, enhance the
region’s brand character and identity, improve cost
efficiencies and promote public health and wellbeing.
For the LCR collaborative opportunities may include:
 Establishing a cross‐boundary parks champion for
the combined authority
 Raising the regional profile and communicating to
a wider audience the value of parks and the bene‐
fits they provide.
 Promoting existing good practice and building
new programmes to boost the profile of parks
 Political positioning of parks services within
individual councils, the emerging combined au‐
thority and the LEP.
 Building a detailed evidence base of services that
parks currently provide and the variety of re‐
sources available to communities, businesses and
visitors.
4.2 Funding and Fundraising
This is a central and urgent activity for the group as
funding and resources will continue to decline over the
rest of the decade. There is clear need to try and
protect existing budgets and supplement these with
additional sources. A range of options for this are set
out in section six. More comprehensive benchmarking
of existing management costs between partners would
be an advantage to identify where further efficiencies
could be found and more cost effective delivery may be
achieved.
For the LCR collaborative opportunities may include:
 Developing a joint LCR parks funding and fundrais‐
ing strategy to access LEP, national and EU capital.
This could be undertaken in parallel to more local‐
ised and individual fundraising programmes.

Work is expanding on the cultural programming of parks

4.3 Programming and Events
The wealth of public parks provide large, flexible and
attractive venues for promoting the cultural and
economic life of the city region. Liverpool 08 European
Capital of Culture and the more recent International
Festival for Business 2014 drew both directly and
indirectly on this environmental asset base to promote
the perception and vitality of the city region.
There is growing interest in the programming of parks
for public and private events and activities to expand
their cultural use and commercial return. Liverpool for
example, through its parks animation board has
recently launched A Walk in the Park15, a richly illus‐
trated guide to organising events in its parks. Victoria
Park in Southport hosts its annual Flower Show in
August that sees approximately 80,000 visitors attend‐
ing over the four days, spending over £2.3m. Halton
holds the North West Vintage Rally every September,
attracting around 65,000 people.
15

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

See: http://issuu.com/cultureliverpool/docs/a_walk_in_the_park_‐
_single_pages_w/0
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Events and programming requires time, resources and
particular skills to build a successful and profitable
schedule of activities. There would be clear advantages
to coordinate this work across the wide mix of parks in
the city region to increase the potential cultural benefit
and financial return. Both Grün Berlin and Tokyo
Metropolitan Parks Association have a formal remit to
coordinate the running of events across specific parks.
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that are funded both directly by the Parks District and
in‐kind through the donation of time and pro‐bono
professional services. Volunteers need to make an
application and if selected are given an orientation
session, regular training and provided with uniforms.
For the LCR collaborative opportunities may include:
 Providing a central resource for funding better
community facilities, clothing, equipment and in‐
surance for volunteers and work programmes
 Establishing a LCR forum for parks friends groups
to coordinate their work, increase their capacity
and develop a training programme for community
volunteers
 Establishing partnerships with local and regional
organisations to share management responsibili‐
ties and activities
 Undertaking research into the challenges and
opportunities for formal leasing of sites to com‐
munity‐led organisations across the LCR

For the LCR collaborative opportunities may include:
 Leading on city regional programme of large
events and activities across strategic parks.
 Developing regular programme of income gener‐
ating festivals, fairs and markets.
 Coordinating regular and local park activities,
including community planting, Walk to Health
programmes and children’s holiday camps.
4.4 Communities and Partnerships
Many parks services are looking to increase the support
and participation of local community groups and
stakeholders. This provides opportunities to transfer
assets to local and community based organisations and
increasingly share the costs for upkeep. The State of UK
Public Parks 2014 study noted an increasing trend
across the majority of parks services. It estimated that
individual groups raise on average £6,900 per year
which could represent over £1m across the 146 groups
in the LCR recorded by the five partners in this study.

Management of Chicago’s Parks is supplemented by a
comprehensive volunteer programme

Many parks services in the United States have formal
volunteering schemes. The Chicago Parks District16 for
example has an established and coordinated pro‐
gramme including local community groups, corporate
service projects and environmental stewardship days
16

See: http://www.chicagoparkdistrict.com/volunteer/
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4.5 Good Practice and Innovation
There is clear advantage for pooling resources and
expertise to improve practice and develop new
approaches to managing parks and green spaces across
the LCR. Not only can this bring cost savings, but can
also establish more attractive and sustainable models
of management. There is the potential to streamline
current quality assessment systems, such as Green Flag
applications that could potentially be made collectively
(yet still awarded individually) to limit the administra‐
tive burden. The preparation of management plans
that are already in place for key sites could be coordi‐
nated centrally and updated regularly through a
dedicated resource.
Metro Parks Tacoma in the northwest of the United
States has an extensive panel of Board Advisory
Councils17 that provide valuable input into programmes
and facilities. These include: Business and Responsive
Agency that supports business planning, financial
sustainability, revenue development and quality
assurance activities; Culture and Heritage that address‐
es historic preservation, special events and arts
programming; and Nature and Environment that
addresses environmental education, marine and
shoreline issues and open space management.
17

See: http://www.metroparkstacoma.org/business‐volunteer/
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All organisations benefit from a structured programme
of research and development but this can be time
consuming and costly and may duplicate programmes
that have already been undertaken in nearby authori‐
ties. In the current financial climate this remains an
essential activity to identify more cost effective and
innovative methods of maintenance but currently it is
something that is very difficult to resource individually.
A shared programme of research and pilot studies to
develop new models and techniques for management
and maintenance would split the associated costs and
risks yet give all partners access to the benefits gained
from emerging good practice.

Final Report ‐ 18/03/15

4.6 Staffing and Apprenticeships
Staff skills and expertise are central to the running of a
successful parks service. A particular challenge for
partners at present is the loss of staff from cost saving
and efficiency measures. Of particular concern, voiced
locally, has been the loss of park based staff. This issue
is compounded by the depletion of horticultural and
parks management skills that are often hard to replace.
Whilst this may help to find efficiency savings in the
short‐term this process will progressively deplete the
expertise and depth of knowledge within the service. In
the longer‐term it will increasingly affect the quality of
front‐line services, the ability to undertake community
facing activities and secure support and assistance from
local volunteers.
One particular aspect of the cuts has been the loss of
park rangers. Partners record a 30% reduction since
2011/12 and this trend has been repeated across much
of the UK. There is also concern nationally that the
continuing loss of niche expertise within the sector will
have an increasing impact on the quality of park
management and maintenance.

In partnership with Landlife, Knowsley has been developing
new approaches to managing grasslands and meadows

For the LCR collaborative opportunities may include:
 Developing a programme of best practice to
improve management techniques
 Coordinating standards and accreditation includ‐
ing managing green flag assessment programmes
 Standardising and updating management plans
and programmes
This remit could also look to commission studies and
pilot projects to promote greater innovation across
service areas. Topics could include:








Grazing, grassland and meadow management
Waste management and recycling
Biomass and renewable energy
Forest products and produce
Payment for ecosystem services
Native meadow management
Food production and urban farming

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

As a response, there may be scope to develop an
apprenticeship training programme that focuses
particularly on the long‐term unemployed. This could
potentially be funded centrally from community,
health, skills and training budgets that may be harder
to access locally. Parks Victoria for example has just
launched a new ranger traineeship that is paid and runs
for two years. It is specifically tailored to young adults
from local new and emerging communities and is run in
partnership with AMES, an independent adult educa‐
tion institution that works particularly with recently
arrived refugees and migrants.
The Fife Coast and Countryside Trust includes a team of
rangers that work across most sites that the Trust
supports. They bring particular skills in management
that individual owners may not have. They also provide
a range of activities to involve local communities in the
care, upkeep and enjoyment of their parks and open
spaces. The Milton Keynes Parks Trust runs a three
year training scheme for craftsmen foresters and
landscape managers. This includes attendance on part‐
time college courses and supervision by in‐house
forestry and landscape officers.
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For the LCR collaborative opportunities may include:
 Providing a leadership network and training for
senior management
 Coordinating a centralised park ranger service to
staff key parks
 Establishing an apprenticeship and skills develop‐
ment programme
 Building stronger links with regional training
colleges and universities

Final Report ‐ 18/03/15
 Coordinating park investment programmes includ‐
ing planning, design and implementation activities
 Streamlining and coordinating management and
back‐of‐house services and activities across all
parks within the city region

4.7 Direct Management
Following further research and analysis it may be
shown that there are clear benefits to consider the
sharing of particular management and maintenance
tasks and activities. This could be undertaken geo‐
graphically, such as the pooling of particular parks to be
managed separately, or thematically, such as the
combining of arboricultural services, buildings mainte‐
nance, safety audits and specialised maintenance for
lakes and water features.
Many of the management models examples have their
own in‐house management and maintenance teams
that directly deliver their services rather than contract
these out. The Minneapolis Parks and Recreation
Board structures staffing around four key areas:
Planning focusing on developing the parks system;
Environmental Stewardship that delivers direct
maintenance, security and volunteering activities;
Recreation that provides user activities including
sports, cultural and educational programmes; and
Administration that supports the organisation and
service delivery. These are overseen by the Superin‐
tendent who provides vision, leadership and direction.

The Isla Gladstone Conservatory, Stanley Park, Liverpool
provides a popular venue for functions and events

4.8 Strategic Parks
Large and historic parks of regional stature make a
direct contribution to the brand, character and identity
of the city region. They promote civic pride, provide a
draw for tourists and visitors and make many neigh‐
bourhoods attractive places to live, work and invest.
They remain hugely popular local assets and most
continue to be considered a corporate priority for each
local authority.

It may be appropriate for some of these staffing roles
to be provided centrally and co‐funded for the benefit
for all partners.
For the LCR collaborative opportunities may include:
 Providing additional resources to maintain strate‐
gic parks across the city region
 Taking direct and entire responsibility for main‐
taining key heritage, green flag and strategic parks
 Exploring the services provided by expert third
sector organisations which could add value to a
coordinated LCR parks approach

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Hierarchy of parks and green spaces across the city region

Strategic parks are generally considered to be those of
significant stature, historic value and of high quality.
Whilst there needs to be further analysis and assess‐
ment of an appropriate selection these could potential‐
ly be the first spaces to be included within the scope
and remit of a more collaborative approach to man‐
agement across the city region.
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A flexible model allowing individual authorities to pool
the management of particular parks, or park elements,
could be adopted. For example one authority may only
look to include heritage and HLF‐funded parks whilst
another may also include green flag parks and those of
further strategic importance. It will be down to each
authority to decide which of their parks is considered
to be a strategic priority with all or part of their
maintenance potentially resourced collectively. This
process could also engage third sector expert advisors
in a similar way to current work being undertaken by
the Liverpool Strategic Green and Open Space Review
Board.
4.9 Phased Programme of Collaboration
A phased or sliding scale of collaboration, cooperation
and joint working across partners could be adopted
allowing time for further research and the flexibility for
individual partners to identify a strategy that meets
their own particular needs.
This could initially start as an informal network to share
skills and expertise that evolves into developing a more
coordinated approach to management and mainte‐
nance over the long‐term. The establishment of a
formal LCR Parks Management Board could follow
which could be endorsed at the city‐regional level and
its work led by a core group of Park Commissioners.
These would be recommended by each authority and
appointed by the combined authority.

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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Lord Street Gardens, Southport, restored with an HLF grant

It is useful to note that when the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority was established in 2011 it set up
seven commissions to guide its development. Each was
staffed by both elected members and a wider network
of partners. The Environment Commission included a
Green Spaces and Waterways Theme that was led by a
Green Spaces and Waterways Infrastructure Board
(which became the Greater Manchester Local Nature
Partnership). The formal establishment of some form
of a parks agency could follow that would provide a
structure to increasingly support and then lead the
management and maintenance of parks.
Adopting a phased and flexible programme of transi‐
tion to new ways of working is expected to be easier to
establish technically and politically. However, it will be
important that there is a clear and agreed strategy for
establishing this model and each individual activity is
seen as an integral part of the process to develop a
more collaborative and coordinated model for deliver‐
ing park services across the city region in the future.
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Taylor Park, St. Helens, registered Grade II by English Heritage

05 ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF MANAGEMENT
Currently the five local authority partners deliver their
parks and green space services in a relatively traditional
manner although the structure, location and scope of
the service vary for each partner.
In Halton, Parks and Open Spaces sit within the
Communities Directorate and the Department for
Community and Environment. For Kowsley, following a
recent restructure, parks are situated in the Place
Directorate. In St Helens these are located within
Environmental Protection directorate and part of the
Environmental and Civic Pride department. All three
still undertake management directly through an in‐
house grounds maintenance team.
Liverpool and Sefton have contracted out their mainte‐
nance to service partners. Liverpool has additionally
transferred the management of particular parks to
third sector or other organisations such as the Land
Trust and Registered Housing Providers.

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

All partners acknowledge that with projections for
future funding there is a clear need to identify and
explore potential new models for management. Each
approach will imply different levels and degrees of
collaboration from simple networking, through loose
partnerships to more formal joint working arrange‐
ments. All models will have specific advantages and
disadvantages that will require detailed and structured
analysis and assessment before being taken forward.
5.1 Shared Services
Although this study and its local authority partners are
not formally considering shared services at this stage
there is an increasing national move to combine and
restructure services across local authority boundaries.
Approaches vary across the UK but back‐office and
administrative support services are increasingly being
combined between authorities. As contracts are re‐let
some services, including parks and grounds mainte‐
nance, are starting to be being bundled into wider
service contracts to secure savings.
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issues. In the West Midlands Dudley, Sandwell, Wol‐
verhampton, Walsall and Birmingham have agreed in
principle to join forces and establish a combined
authority19. This has led to speculation in the profes‐
sional horticultural press of the emergence of ‘super
parks services’ in the future20.

LGA North West shared services map
See: http://www.local.gov.uk/shared‐services‐map

The LGA published Services shared: costs spared?18
which provided an early analysis of the financial and
non‐financial benefits of local authority shared ser‐
vices. This included some useful findings:
 As shared services mature and evolve they benefit
from wider business transformation
 Set up and integration costs for merging services
are modest with less than a two year payback
 Baseline financial and performance information is
essential to make the case for change and track
the benefits of efficiencies and improvements

5.2 Is the grass greener…?
One of the earliest of CABE Space’s publications was a
report on international innovations in urban green
space management21. This study brought together a
range of examples identified through research under‐
taken by University College London. It compiled a set of
11 case studies from across the world that continue to
provide relevant and useful points of reference.
A number of benefits captured by the research are
pertinent to this study:
 City marketing – Malmo, Sweden, uses the city’s
parks as an important part of its marketing and
promotion programmes

 Expanding established shared services to provide
services for other public sector partners can gen‐
erate additional income and efficiencies

 Attracting business and jobs – Zurich understands
its high quality green spaces directly contribute to
attracting and retaining businesses and employ‐
ees to the city

At least 95% of all English councils are sharing services.
There is little evidence of combined parks services
although in London Hammersmith and Fulham have
combined with Kensington and Chelsea. The LGA
provides an up to date map, pictured above, that sets
out the current distribution of shared service arrange‐
ments. For the LCR most approaches to shared services
at present focus on library and adoption services.
Elsewhere, Lancashire is exploring options for setting
up a county‐wide combined authority for 15 local
councils to start to collaborate on particular strategic
18

LGA / Drummond MacFarlane, Services shared: costs spared? 2012
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 Supporting equality – Paris recognises the im‐
portance of maintaining high quality parks across
every district of the city as an expression of social
equity and democracy

19

Local Gov, 07/11/14 – see: http://www.localgov.co.uk/Councils‐
reveal‐West‐Midlands‐combined‐authority‐plan/37573
20
Hort Week, West Midlands councils plan raises prospect of 'super
parks services', 28/11/14
21
CABE Space, Is the grass greener…?, 2004
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5.3 Different Levels of Coordination
In developing suitable and politically appropriate
options for future management a sliding scale of
integration could be established that may be adopted
incrementally. This may start with direct networking
and sharing of good practice through to the establish‐
ment of formal or strategic parks boards or agencies
that could pool resources and expertise for managing
strategic parks across the LCR. Options to consider
should include:
A ‐ Informal Network of Parks Departments
This may promote benchmarking of services, the
coordination of standards and the knowledge transfer
of best practice.
B ‐ LCR Parks Board
An appointed group of representatives that starts to
establish a regionalised stature and role, providing
access to and coordinating regional funding.
C ‐ Formal Park Partnerships
The sharing of specific skills and services between
particular authorities with the letting of joint contracts
that may also involve third‐party organisations.
D ‐ City Park Districts
The geographic grouping of park management opera‐
tions in particular cross‐boundary clusters that may
include the coordination of on‐site staff and rangers.
E ‐ Strategic or Regional Parks Body
Established to take direct responsibility for strategic
and sub‐regionally important parks that could also
include particular types of spaces, such as allotments,
cemeteries and sports areas.
F ‐ Independent Park Trust or Agency
A fully autonomous parks body, potentially funded
through endowments, levies or other income sources
that operates at arms‐length from local authorities.
There are a wide variety of park management models
that provide a useful set of references for this study.
Several are drawn from abroad, and from the United
States in particular which has a long history of self‐
funded and semi‐autonomous parks bodies that
successfully and proactively manage large networks of
parks and green spaces.

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

The Tokyo Metropolitan Parks Foundation coordinates
business opportunities across the city’s parks

5.4 Strategic Parks Agencies
Some management organisations take on responsibility
for particular, and often high profile parks within a city
or wider region. They may also lead on specific parts of
the service such as coordinating concessions, events
and investment in new parks.
Grün Berlin GMBH has already been identified by the
Task Group as a useful model for the LCR. A not‐for‐
profit independent company, it is responsible for six
key parks in Greater Berlin. It leads on marketing and
promoting these spaces and manages an annual events
programme that is held across individual parks to raise
their profile and boost the visitor economy.
The Tokyo Metropolitan Parks Foundation is affiliated
to the metropolitan government and coordinates
concessions and other business opportunities in parks.
It has a particular remit to foster greater community
participation and the involvement of Non‐Government‐
Organisations in the care and upkeep of parks across
the Tokyo District. There are clear opportunities across
the LCR to increase the commercial return from the city
region’s stock of parks and increase the involvement of
the community and voluntary sectors.
5.5 City Park Districts
A number of cities and regions have established
designated parks districts to coordinate and focus parks
management and investment. For the LCR they provide
examples of both organisational and geographically
focused initiatives to boost investment within particu‐
lar areas. These districts use a variety of tax and capital
raising measures for their funding, a proportion of
which it is argued is offset by increasing land and
property value generated by better parks.
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Diagram of multiple services and benefits provided by Metro Parks Tacoma

Metro Parks Tacoma is located south of Seattle and
was originally set up by a committee of city council
members to oversee the development of a network of
parks as the region grew. This group became formal‐
ised as a board of Park Commissioners appointed by
the mayor before the Metropolitan Parks District was
officially designated in 1907. It generates funding
through a maintenance levy, a small proportion of sales
taxes and occasional capital bonds for development
and replacing infrastructure.
The Chicago Parks District is one of the largest park
managers in the States. It is governed by a board of
commissioners. Every two years it publishes a strategic
plan setting targets and priorities including a particular
focus on providing facilities for children. A quarter of its
budget comes from fees and income generation.
5.6 Regional Park Boards and Authorities
Self‐governing parks bodies whose activities are
generally overseen by a board of park commissioners
have the benefit in operating at arms‐length from local
government. Many examples have the added benefit of
independent and sustainable sources of funding
through local taxes and levies.
The Minneapolis Parks and Recreation Board was
established in 1883 and is probably the oldest parks
service in the world. It is acknowledged as being the
best in the States and is responsible for managing a
city‐wide parks system of over 197 individual sites
totalling some 2,730 Ha of land. When set up the
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

board was given the power to levy local property taxes
that forms part of its income stream.
Parks Victoria within the State of Victoria in Australia
also makes a modest annual parks charge based on a
percentage of property value that is paid by the
majority of the state’s ratepayers. It is responsible for
both parks and far larger areas of the natural environ‐
ment including protected reserves and coastal areas.
5.7 Park Trusts
The UK provides a number of useful examples of parks
trusts, many of which have an established track record
of managing parks services. The most widely refer‐
enced example is the Milton Keynes Parks Trust that
will be familiar to most partners of this study. Operat‐
ing as an independent charity it was established in
1992 with an endowment that has been used to
sustainably fund the on‐going work of the trust. It
generates additional income through fees for facilities
and parking, wood fuel and other parkland products.
The Fife Coast and Countryside Trust also provides a
useful point of reference. Whilst small in size and
mainly funded by grants from the Scottish government
it delivers its services in partnership with local land‐
owners and users. It provides a number of rangers to
oversee and support a several parks in the region.
A more detailed summary of each management
example is included in Appendix D.
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Jubilee Park, Huyton, is one of sixteen parks awarded the Green Flag standard in Knowsley

06 FUTURE FUNDING STRATEGIES
Reducing expenditure across the majority of public
services and in particular discretionary services has
produced clear and immediate funding challenges for
parks and green spaces. So far these have generally
been tackled by making savings and through efficien‐
cies and to a lesser extent by investment or retrench‐
ment measures (described in section one).
Going forwards it is likely there may be increasing
reduction and possible withdrawal of certain activities.
There will also be opportunities for investment that will
be needed to secure future savings in the long‐term – a
policy of investing to save. In addition to adopting new
ways of working additional sources of income are
needed to address a growing funding gap. This has
already risen to a level of 50% cuts for some partners
and is this likely to increase further.
6.1 Funding needs
Whilst this study has compiled some initial baseline
costs for each of the project partners, these will need
to be verified and further detail added to develop a
more accurate, comparative and detailed picture of
funding need. This should include:
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Day to day maintenance operations
Capital replacement and refurbishment
Building repair and restoration
Staffing and equipment replacement costs
Community support and engagement
Central charges and overheads
Research and investment to promote innovation

6.2 Funding sources
Securing adequate resources to fund parks and other
green spaces into the future will be a significant
challenge. There is however a growing number of
models that have been developed in the UK and abroad
that provide a variety of sources that can be considered
for this study.
Some will be familiar and already used by all partners;
others are emerging as new techniques that are being
developed to calculate a monetary value on the wider
environmental services parks and green spaces
perform. Some may require new locally based charges
and levies and others may call for a strategic restructur‐
ing and reallocation of assets and resources.
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A
Direct local authority contributions
Individual authorities would contribute at an agreed
rate aligned to a service level agreement with the parks
body. The majority of this cost could be considered as a
transfer of funding rather than an additional charge. A
parks body would be expected to deliver services
(potentially at lower cost) which would previously have
been provided by the local authority.
B
Local and regional grants and contributions
A parks body could coordinate applications to national
funding bodies including the Heritage Lottery and Big
Lottery. It would also be a suitable organisation to front
grant applications for partners to the LEP, for multi‐
agency partnership projects, city region health pro‐
grammes and regional or sub‐regional agencies. These
may include Natural England, the Environment Agency
and the Mersey Waste and Recycling Authority.

6.3

Paying for Parks

In 2006 CABE Space published a research report on
paying for parks. This described eight models, illustrat‐
ed by examples from the UK and abroad. Many focus
on securing funding for capital investment rather than
income for on‐going maintenance. However, most
remain relevant and can be supplemented with more
recent examples included in the research report for
Nesta’s Rethinking Parks programme. The United
States provides a variety of examples that benefit from
greater philanthropy, fuse public and private invest‐
ment, capture local development value and utilise
more flexible and localised tax systems.
6.4

Funding models

The following 12 funding models provide a range of
opportunities that may be used to support the future
management and maintenance of parks across the city
region. The most suitable funding sources will depend
on the scope, remit and scale of collaboration outlined
in the previous two sections. Subsequent stages of this
study will need to explore and analyse these funding
models in further technical detail.
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C
Charging for services
A parks body could establish a standardised system of
charging for services that would be benchmarked
across the city region. This would include fees for
sports pitches and facilities, allotments, cemeteries and
crematoria and parking charges. There may also be
clear benefits in coordinating the leasing of buildings
and park properties for businesses, residential accom‐
modation and community use.

Oasis In The Park, the popular refurbished café in Sefton Park

D
Concessions and events
Promoting and hosting a city regional programme of
large events and activities would increase the coordina‐
tion and marketing to wider national audiences. More
sophisticated licencing and ticketing of events and
festivals is likely to generate higher levels of income. A
more coordinated approach to the leasing and opera‐
tion of restaurants, cafes and concession stands could
also boost income and improve the marketing and
servicing of these facilities.
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E
Sponsorship and fundraising
A parks body could establish a parks foundation,
operating as a not‐for‐profit enterprise to elicit greater
support from the community and voluntary sector.
Membership and subscription schemes for parks could
provide users with added benefits and discounts on the
use of facilities. Business and corporate events,
sponsorship and time‐banking alongside direct fund‐
raising programmes could be more efficiently managed
through a parks body.
F
Voluntary and community partnerships
A parks body could coordinate a more structured
approach to building partnerships and promoting
greater community participation. It could provide
standard systems and procedures to co‐manage parks
with local organisations and support increased local
ownership of community assets.
G
Planning gain
Policies for planning gain are decided at the local level
where s106 planning obligations and agreements have
historically provided and may continue to offer an
important source of income for individual authorities.
Whist it is uncertain at this stage what detailed policies
the LCR will adopt for the Community Infrastructure
Levy there may in the future be the opportunity to top
slice a contribution from city regional infrastructure
projects for investing across strategic parks. The
National Planning Policy Framework highlights the need
to take account of climate change. For new develop‐
ment the planning of green infrastructure, that could
include existing and new parks, may potentially be used
as a mechanism to mitigate such impacts. Parks could
also provide important locations for environmental
offsetting provision for city‐regional projects.
H
Bonds and commercial financing
Public bodies with appropriate regulation can raise
funding for capital investment through long‐term loans
or municipal bonds that are repaid using the value
uplift or income generated from improvements.
I
Taxation
A regional parks levy could be established across the
LCR and charged directly to councils, residents or
businesses (via council tax or business rates). In the
United States Tax Increment Financing and Payments in
Lieu of Tax provide additional funding for parks.

A detailed ecosystems service assessment has been
undertaken for Mayesbrook Park in East London

J
Ecosystem services and products
There is increasing potential for securing payment for
the ecosystem services provided by parks and green
spaces. This may include flood risk management,
production of biomass and carbon capture. The
opportunity for this will be enhanced at a larger scale
using a full portfolio of parks across the city region.
For example Wirral is currently running five pilot
projects within the Resilient Parks Programme22 funded
by the Environment Agency and CLASP (a North West
local authority and public sector sustainability support
service). The pilots are undertaking a study to look at
retrofit measures that can be adopted to climate‐proof
their network of parks.
K
Trusts and endowment funds
A LCR parks body could provide a regional vehicle for
developing a strategic endowment fund to secure a
more stable and sustainable funding base. Assets could
be added incrementally from a variety of sources over
time and may be either financial or physical to gener‐
ate an income. The Land Trust uses endowments as
their primary method of funding the maintenance of
parks and green spaces they manage. A model they are
using for their Nesta Rethinking Parks pilot project at
Everton Park. A further pilot is also exploring the
potential for establishing an endowment to manage
Sheffield’s parks in perpetuity. This plans to draw on a
variety of funding sources including capital reserves,
gifts and contributions from trusts and foundations.
L
Reallocation or sale of land / assets
Whilst politically sensitive a parks body could be an
appropriate vehicle to explore opportunities to
rationalise green space provision and reallocate park
assets through land‐swap agreements and land sales.
22

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

See: http://www.claspinfo.org/news/climate‐resilient‐parks
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Stanley Park, Liverpool, opened in 1870, registered grade II* by English Heritage

07 RECOMMENDATIONS AND NEXT STEPS
This study has set out a range of options and alterna‐
tive models, informed by good practice from the UK
and abroad, that could be adopted to manage parks
across the city region in the future. The next steps for
this work will be to develop various elements in greater
technical detail and thoroughly evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of each option. The main priority
should be to undertake a detailed commercial and
technical analysis that sets out the most appropriate
financial model and business case for managing parks
in a more collaborative manner in the future.
7.1 Business Case
A comprehensive and fully‐costed business case should
be developed that looks at the income, expenditure
and benefits of establishing a coordinated and cross‐
boundary model for management. This should draw on
a detailed evidence base that would be compiled as
part of the next steps and described further in this
section. It should establish cost projections, funding
streams, organisational structures and a phased
implementation strategy that gives flexibility for
partners to engage at a speed and level that best suits
their local context, constraints and political priorities.
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

7.2 Robust Data
The initial baseline data summarised in this report
provides indicative information on the extent of the
parks portfolio and the operational costs. A more
comprehensive exercise is needed to develop a full
schedule of comparative costs for all five partners. As
each authority compiles financial data in different ways
this may require taking a zero‐based budgeting
approach that estimates from scratch what the full
operational costs will be rather than calculating actual
current costs. This approach would also ensure full
operational budgets are assessed rather than current
costs that have reduced in recent years.
7.3 Parks Plan
Further work is needed to define and agree the full
schedule of strategic parks that should be included
within this parks initiative. It is likely this process will be
phased over time with additional parks and green
spaces being included at a later date. The initial list
should provide a more detailed inventory of assets and
cost centres alongside a quality audit to assess the
current condition of parks and their investment needs.
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It is recommended that this activity also includes a
concise GIS mapping exercise. This could potentially be
undertaken by the Mersey Forest, who already hold
extensive environmental data for the LCR, to capture
both parks and associated green infrastructure assets
and opportunities. In time this would become an
important management tool and it would make sense
to start this exercise at the outset of the initiative.
7.4

City Regional Presence

It will be important to establish a strong city‐regional
identity for the parks initiative operating across local
boundaries. A vehicle for this would be the Nature
Connected LNP with support from the LEP. The
initiative should link with emerging Combined Authori‐
ty (CA) work streams. Wirral should be encouraged to
join the programme to complete the LCR grouping of
authorities. This is particularly important because of
the strategic and heritage value of Birkenhead Park
alongside its coastline and country park assets.
One recommendation would be to propose the CA
establishes a Parks Commission to look at the long‐
term funding and management of parks and green
spaces across the LCR. As noted, this work could be
overseen by a group of parks commissioners appointed
to represent each individual partner and expert third
sector advisors could be included in the structure. The
group could evolve into a LCR Parks Board providing a
formal decision‐making body for the parks initiative.
7.5 Advocacy Plan
With increasing competition for funding it will be
important to raise the profile and demonstrate the full
value of LCR’s parks and green spaces. An advocacy
plan would present the investment case in a compelling
and creative manner. It should draw on well researched
empirical data that articulates the asset base of parks
and their fit and contribution to both CA and local
political and economic priorities. Where necessary it
should reposition specific elements of the parks service
to improve connections with CA and local priorities.
It is recommended that a detailed and focused study
calculates the full value and benefit of parks in the LCR.
This should provide robust quantitative data that can
be used for funding applications, set performance
targets and management goals and provide the basis of
an advocacy and communications plan.
Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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7.6 Funding Strategy
The range of potential funding options listed in this
study should be explored in further technical detail.
Examples and case studies should be identified where
specific funding streams are currently used with
particular attention given to the examples within the
city region.
In developing more collaborative approaches to
management it will be important to establish an
equitable system that apportions management costs
fairly and transparently. This will also need to develop
an approach that can split existing income streams
appropriately between local and city regional priorities.
It is recommended that this work includes research into
the potential for establishing an LCR Parks endowment.
A fund of significant scale will generally give considera‐
bly better returns on investment than smaller funds
would be able to achieve. It should be managed outside
direct local authority control to ensure continuity of
funding decisions and protection from the risk of future
public spending cuts and political intervention. Income
from emerging natural capital programmes, payment
for ecosystem services and biodiversity offsetting
should also be explored.
7.7 Park Agency Structures
The favoured governance and organisational structure
for the parks initiative will need to be developed and
supported by all partners seeking to work more closely
together. Early debate by the Rethinking Parks task
group established initial interest and support for some
form of a parks agency model that could champion,
coordinate and potentially deliver the management
and maintenance of strategic parks across the LCR.
It is recommended that a select number of park agency
models are explored in detail. An analysis of a shortlist
of existing examples should be undertaken to provide
an informed framework for developing the agency. It is
suggested that this list includes The Milton Keynes
Parks Trust, Grün Berlin and either Metro Parks Tacoma
or the Minneapolis Parks and Recreation Board. From a
local perspective it is also recommended this list
includes the Mersey Forest and the Land Trust. A more
detailed appraisal should include operational budgets,
staffing, facilities, income and community outreach,
environmental and volunteering programmes.
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The naturally regenerating oak birch woodland of Halewood Park, Knowsley

7.8 Pilot projects
Going forwards, most of the tasks and actions focus on
organisational, financial and administrative activities.
Whilst these are essential to developing and refining an
LCR parks initiative it will also be valuable to develop
and demonstrate new practice and change on the
ground. It is recommended that a set of small innova‐
tive pilot projects are commissioned to test emerging
good practice. These can be shared across partner
authorities and undertaken in individual parks. They
may include topics outlined in section 4.5 for piloting
new management techniques including biomass,
renewable energy, food and grazing.
7.9 Parks Foundation
A familiar model adopted in the United States is to
have both park corporations and not‐for‐profit park
conservancies operating in parallel. Parks Foundations,
including those for Los Angeles, Dallas and Chicago
provide the charitable and community focused arm of a
parks service. In London, the Royal Parks Foundation
was launched in 2003 and has become an increasingly
important charitable arm of the Royal Parks that leads
on fundraising, sponsorship and philanthropy.

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

It is recommended that the scope and remit of an LCR
Parks Foundation is explored as a means to provide a
charitable, or not‐for‐profit mechanism to engage with
city regional business, the voluntary sector and local
communities. One example is offered by The Atlantic
Gateway Parklands Community Environment Fund,
which is held by the Community Forest Trust. This
provides a useful model for capturing additional
sources of income from a variety of private, institution‐
al and development sectors.

08

APPENDICES
A.
B.
C.
D.

Schedule of Parks
Baseline Data for Parks
List of Strategic Park Reports
Park Management Models
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APPENDIX A / SCHEDULE OF PARKS
Halton Parks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Clincton Wood Local Nature Reserve
Daresbury Firs Local Nature Reserve
Dorchester Park Local Nature Reserve
Hale Park
Hale Road Woodlands Local Nature Reserve
Hough Green Park
Murdishaw Valley Local Nature Reserve
Oxmoor Woods and Ponds
Phoenix Park
Pickerings Pasture Local Nature Reserve
Runcorn Hill Park Local Nature Reserve
Rock Park
Runcorn Town Hall Park
Spike Island (and Sankey Canal)
Town Park, Runcorn
Victoria Park, Widness
Victoria Promenade
Wigg Island Community Park

Knowsley Parks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Acornfield Plantation LNR, Kirby
Alt Park, Huyton
Bowring Park, Huyton
Court Farm Woods, Halewood
Court Hey Park, Huyton
Eaton Street Park, Prescott
Field Lane Park, Kirby
Frensham Park, Halewood
Grace Park, Halewood
Halewood Doorstep Green, Halewood
Halewood Park, Halewood
Henley Park, Whiston
Huyton Lane Wetland
Jubilee Park, Huyton
King George V Playing Fields, Huyton
Knowsley Cemetery, Whiston
Knowsley Village Recreation, Knowsley
Littlewood, Stockbridge
McGoldrick Park, Huyton
Millbrook Park Millennium Green, Kirby
Mill Dam Park, Kirby
Memorial Park, Kirby
Northwood Forest Hills, Kirby

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Priority
Park

Listed /
Heritage

Green Flag
2014/15

HLF
Project

Yes (1)

Yes

Yes (2)

2012‐14

Yes (3)

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes (4)
Yes (5)
Yes (7)
Yes (6)
Yes (9)
Yes (8)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Priority
Park

Listed /
Heritage

2016

Yes (10)
Yes (11)
Yes (12)

2008

Green Flag
2014/15

HLF
Project

Yes

2014 (R1)
Yes (1)

Yes

Yes (2)
Yes (3)

Yes
Yes

Yes (4)
Yes (5)
Yes (6)
Yes (7)
Yes (8)
Yes (9)
Yes (10)
Yes (11)

Yes
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Old Rough, Kirby
Sawpit Park, Huyton
Saxon Green Park, Kirby
Stadt Moers Park, Whiston
St Chad’s Gardens, Kirby
St Johns Millennium Green, Huyton
Ten Acre Pits, Huyton
The Pasture, Cronton
Valley Millennium Green, Kirby
Wastlebridge Park, Huyton
Webster Park, Kirby
Whitestone Millennium Green

Liverpool Parks

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

City Parks
Calderstones Park
Croxteth Country Park
Everton Park (Nature garden)

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Newsham Park
Otterspool Park and Promenade
Princes Park
Sefton Park
Stanley Park
Walton Hall Park
Wavertree Botanic Park and Gardens
District Parks
Allerton Tower
Belle Vale Park
Clarke Gardens
Long Lane Recreation Ground (Garston Park)
Lower Breck Road
Mab Lane Community Woodland
Netherley Park
Norris Green Park
Rice Lane Recreation Ground
Springfield Park, East Prescot Road
Sudley Estate
Wavetree Playground
Wood Lane/Woodlands
Woolton Woods/Camp Hill

25
26
27
28
29

Neighbourhood Parks
Abingdon Road
Ackers Hall Recreation Ground
Adam Street Open Space
Adlam Park/Sherwood Lane PF
Alderman John Village Gardens

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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Yes (12)
Yes
Yes (13)
Yes (14)
Yes (15)

Yes (16)

Priority
Park

Listed /
Heritage

Green Flag
2014/15

HLF
Project

II

Former (4)
Former (5)
Former (8)

2002

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

II*
I
II*

Yes

II*

II
Former (12)
Former (13)
Yes (1)
Yes (2)

Yes

Former (3)

Yes

Former (17)

2005/11
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Alt Park (inc Croxteth Sports Centre)
Atlantic Park
Bankfield Park
Beresford Street, L5
Black Wood
Blackrod Avenue Open Space
Canalside Park
Cantril Park
Childwall Woods & Fields
Clubmoor Recreation Ground
Crown Street Neighbourhood Park
Devonfield (Road) Gardens
Dingle Vale Recreation Ground
Doric Park
Dovecot Park
Dutch Farm
Earle Road Rec
Epsom Street / Latimer Street
Falkner Square Garden
Falmouth Park
Fazakerley Recreation Ground
Banks Road Recreation Ground
Gateacre Recreation Ground
Grafton Street
Grant Gardens
Great George Square
Greenbank Park
Harlow Street Neighbourhood Park
Hartsbourne Recreation Ground
Holts Lane, Mossley Hill Road
Kirkdale Recreation Ground
Larkhill Gardens
Leighton View
Lester Gardens
Lister Drive
Lyndene Recreation Ground
Mains Rough POS
Menlove Gardens
Mentmore Crescent
Mill Street Playground
Mount Vernon Green
Muirhead Avenue Recreation Ground
Naylorsfield
Nookfields
Northway Recreation Ground
Norwood Grove
Park Hill Recreation Ground
Parkview Recreation Ground

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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Yes

Former (6)

Yes

Former (7)

Yes

Former (9)

Yes

Former (10)

Yes

Former (11)
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78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
102
103

Phythian Park
Priory Wood
Quarry Street Playground
Rathbone Road Recreation Ground
Reynolds Park
Richmond Park
St James Gardens and Mount
St John's Gardens
St Lukes
St Martins Rec
St Nicholas Church Gardens
Sandown Park
Sarum Park (Acrehurst Park)
Scargreen Neighbourhood Park (inc Springfields)
Score Lane Gardens
Seeds Lane
Soho Street Park
South St Open Space
Springwood Rec
Stalmine Gardens
Stapleton Av OS
Thirlmere Road Rec Grnd
Ullet Road Playground (St Agnes POS)
West Derby Castle Field
Warbreck Moor

Sefton Parks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Abbeyfield Park, Netherton
Ainsdale Village Park
Alexandra Park, Crosby
Bedford Park, Southport
Botanic Gardens, Southport
Bowersdale Park, Seaforth
Copy Farm, Netherton
Coronation Park, Crosby
Crosby Coastal Park Play Area
Crossens Community Park
Derby Park, Bootle
Duke Street Park, Formby
Hapsford Road Park, Litherland
Hatton Hill Park, Litherland
Hesketh Park, Southport
Hightown Play Area
Killen Green Park, Netherton
Kings and South Marine Gardens, Southport
Kirkstone Road Park, Bootle

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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Yes

Former (14)

Yes

Former (15)

Yes

Former (16)

Priority
Park

Listed /
Heritage

Green Flag
2014/15

Yes

II

Yes (1)

Yes
Yes

HLF
Project

Yes (2)

Yes

II

Yes (3)

Yes
Yes

II*

Yes (4)
Yes (5)

Yes

II

2012

2014
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Lonsdale Park, Ford
Lord Street Gardens, Southport
Marian Gardens, Netherton
Mellanear Park, Litherland
Moorside Park, Crosby
North Park, Bootle
Old Hall Park, Maghull
Orrell Mount Park, Litherland
Pinfold Cottage Woodland Park, Netherton
Poets Park, Bootle
Princes Park, Southport
Potters Barn Park, Waterloo
Rainbow Park, Melling
Rotten Row, Southport
Seafront Gardens, Waterloo
South Park / Kings Gardens, Bootle
Victoria Park, Crosby
Victoria Park, Southport

Final Report ‐ 18/03/15

Yes
Yes

Yes (6)

Yes

Yes (7)

2000

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

NOTE ‐ List does not include Coast & Countryside managed sites and Maghull Town Council managed sites.

St Helens Parks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Bankes Park, Billinge
Clinkham Wood Comty Woodland LNR
Clock Face Country Park, Bold
Downall Croft Doorstep Green, Downall Green
Fosters Park, Hardshaw (was Hardshaw Park)
Gaskell Park, Broad Oak
Haresfinch Park
King George V Playing Field, Haydock
King George V Playing Field, Sutton Manor
Mesnes Park, Newton‐le‐Willows
Nanny Goat Park, Parr
Queens Park, St Helens
Sankey Valley Country Park, Blackbrook
Sherdley Park
Siding Lane Local Nature Reserve, Rainford
Sutton Park
Taylor Park, St Helens
Thatto Heath Park
The Dingle, Earlstown
The Duckeries, Parr
Victoria Park
Willow Park

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Priority
Park

Listed /
Heritage

Green Flag
2014/15

HLF
Project

Yes (1)
Yes (2)
Yes
Yes (3)
Yes (4)
Yes (5)
Yes (6)
Yes

Yes (7)
Yes (8)

Yes
Yes

Yes

II

Yes (9)
Yes (10)

2007

Yes (11)
Yes

2014
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APPENDIX B / BASELINE DATA FOR PARKS
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APPENDIX C / LIST OF STRATEGIC PARK REPORTS
Authority

Code

Parks Data and Green Space Strategies

Date

Halton

HA01

LCR Study ‐ Baseline Data Form

2014 ‐ Dec

HA02

Council List of Parks and Green Spaces on Web

2014 ‐ Nov

HA03

Open Space Study (PMP)

2005 ‐ Feb

HA04

Provision of Open Space SPD

2007‐ Oct

HA05

Sports Strategy 2012‐15

2013?

KN01

LCR Study ‐ Baseline Data Form

24/10/14

KN02

Council List of Parks and Green Spaces on Web

2014 ‐ Nov

KN03

The Green Space Strategy 2010‐14

TBC

KN04

Green Space Audit

TBC

KN05

Knowsley Play Strategy

2007 ‐ May

KN06

Open Space, Recreation, Sport Needs Assessment Strategy

2005 ‐ Apr

KN07

Greenspace Standards and New Development SPD

2007 ‐ Nov

KN08

APSE ‐ Parks, open spaces and horticultural services

2014 ‐ Nov

LV01

LCR Study ‐ Baseline Data Form

24/10/14

LV02

Council List of Parks and Green Spaces on Web

2014 ‐ Nov

LV03

Green Infrastructure Strategy – Action Plan

2010

LV04

Liverpool Open Space Study – Executive Summary (Atkins)

2005 ‐ Nov

LV05

Open Space Study V1 – Strategic Open Space Assessment

2005 ‐ Nov

LV06

Open Space Study V2 – Playing Pitch Assessment

2005 ‐ Nov

LV07

Open Space Study V3 – Cultural Heritage Assessment

2005 ‐ Nov

SE01

LCR Study ‐ Baseline Data Form

29/10/14

SE02

Council List of Parks and Green Spaces on Web

2014 ‐ Nov

SE03

Green Space Strategy for Sefton

2009 ‐ Apr

SE04

Green Space Strategy for Sefton – Background Papers

SE05

Green Space and Recreation Study

2009 ‐ Nov

SE06

Green Space and Recreation Study – Executive Summary

2009 ‐ Nov

SE07

Key Green Space Resource Plan 1

2009 ‐ Nov

SE08

Key Green Space Resource Plan 2

2009 ‐ Nov

SH01

LCR Study ‐ Baseline Data Form

24/10/14

SH02

Council List of Parks and Green Spaces on Web

2014 ‐ Nov

SH03

Community Green Space Strategy

2008 ‐ Feb

SH04

Open Space Study (PMP)

2006 ‐ Feb

Knowsley

Liverpool

Sefton

St Helens

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey

Audit
Ref

P164

P17
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APPENDIX D / PARK MANAGEMENT MODELS

D01 ‐ Grün Berlin GMBH

D02 ‐ Minneapolis Parks and Rec. Board

http://www.gruen‐berlin.de/

http://www.minneapolisparks.org/home.asp

A strategic parks organisation that looks after key parks
across Berlin. Formed as a private non‐profit‐making
service company of the federal State of Berlin its work is
overseen by a Supervisory Board.
 Responsible for large open space development
projects, marketing and the management of six key
spaces, three of which charge for entry (*):







Britz Garden*
Gardens of the World in Marzahn‐Hellersdorf*
Natur‐Park Schöneberger Südgelände*
Park Am Gleisdreieck
Tempelhofer Feld
Botanischer Volkspark Blankenfelde‐Pankow

 The marketing role includes events management in
the parks and a tourist network of gardens across
Berlin

Minneapolis Parks and Recreation Board is an inde‐
pendent city‐wide system of 197 park properties
totalling 2,730 Ha. The Minneapolis Board of Park
Commissioners was founded in 1883 by the state
legislature and acts as a semi‐autonomous body
responsible for maintaining and developing parks
 The Board levies property taxes within the limits
set by the Board of Estimate and Taxation to
part fund the system
 Income comes from a variety of sources includ‐
ing local government aid, user fees and charges,
fines, grants, private donations and leases

 In 20‐13 the revenue and expenditure was bal‐
anced at $64.1m

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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D03 ‐ Tacoma Metropolitan Parks District

D04 ‐ Chicago Park District

http://www.metroparkstacoma.org/history/

http://www.chicagoparkdistrict.com/about‐us/

PPRT – Personal Property Replacement Tax

The City of Tacoma set up a committee of city council
members in 1883 to oversee the development and
maintenance of the city's parks. The Committee
became the Board of Park Commissioners in 1890, with
members appointed by the mayor. Washington State
Legislature passed a law in 1907 allowing cities to form
separate park districts
Metropolitan Park District of Tacoma was incorporated
with a five‐member elected Board of Park Commission‐
ers. Metro Parks is a separate municipal corporation
with the ability to collect property taxes for support
Voter Approved Measures that include:

The Chicago Park District is an area based parks man‐
agement agency that owns more than 8,100 acres of
green space. It is one of the largest municipal park
managers in the nation.
The $448.6 million budget increases programming at
neighbourhood parks and invests in children and
families. The budget plan captures the value of new
property and expiring Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
districts to provide additional resources.
 Roughly six percent of a homeowner’s property tax
– approximately $194 on the average bill – goes to
support parks

 2000 ‐ Sales Tax Increase ‐ one‐tenth of one
percent to maintain new exhibits and support
park projects in all cities and towns throughout
the county
 2005 ‐ $84.3 million Capital Bond Measure to
pay for improvements to 61 parks district wide
 2010 ‐ Parks & Recreation Maintenance Levy
which will add an estimated $4.0 million in rev‐
enue to fund basic safety, maintenance, and
day‐to‐day operations for 2011 and forward

Peter Neal Consulting with Richard Tracey
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D05 ‐ Parks Victoria

D06 ‐ Tokyo Metropolitan Parks Association

http://parkweb.vic.gov.au/

http://tokyo‐park.or.jp/english/about/index.html

The Park Association was established in 1954 and is
affiliated to the Tokyo Metropolitan Government. With
a shift in focus in 1990s from increasing park provision
to achieving better quality parks, the Association
coordinates business opportunities in parks including:




A Government agency within the state of Victoria
managing 40,000 Sq Km of land. It was established in
1996 as a statutory authority reporting to the Minister
for Environment and Climate Change.
Main funding from the State and a Parks Charge as a
percentage of property value paid by the majority of
ratepayers that is $70.62 on average towards a $220m
operating budget
Healthy Parks Healthy People is at the heart of the
organisation’s vision delivered through four themes:





35 shops
3 cafeterias
sports facilities
39 car parking lots

The Urban Park Act, 1956 sets national standards and
aims to foster greater community participation from
NGOs and includes the following groups that have been
established to support the city’s parks:
 Park Preservation Society ‐ Volunteers
 Cleaning Committee ‐ Maintenance
 Neighbourhood Committee – Events
Local authorities manage individual parks and the
private sector funds events.

Connecting people and parks
Conserving Victoria’s special places
Providing benefits beyond park boundaries
Enhancing organisational excellence
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D07 ‐ Dallas Parks Foundation

D08 ‐ Los Angeles Parks Foundation

http://www.dallasparksfoundation.org/

http://www.laparksfoundation.org/EN/

The Foundation was established in 2002 as a not‐for‐
profit organisation to support the city’s parks. It
secures and administers private funds to enhance
individual spaces and establish a more functional and
attractive network of parks
•

Majority of the 374 parks in the City of Dallas
receive minimal public funding

•

It promotes greater public funding for the Dallas
park system as a whole and increases communi‐
ty awareness and stewardship of all parks

•

It has partnered on 12 different capital projects
to raise more than $1.8 million and continues to
work through its Sub‐Funds to serve a variety of
park needs in all areas of Dallas.

The Foundation provides support that the City of Los
Angeles is unable to offer. It raises funds to improve
park facilities, enhance park environments, preserve
and restore historic elements in a large number of city
parks, support sustainability projects and purchases
property for future parkland.
Although funding and staffing is declining for the City of
Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Department, it has
embarked on a programme to create 50 small neigh‐
bourhood parks in areas of a deficit in provision.
Through grants from the California Endowment and
First 5 LA, the LA Parks Foundation has partnered with
the city and others to build 4 of these new parks.
 83% of its funding comes from foundations or
trusts, 10% from individuals and 7% from corpo‐
rates and businesses
 In 2013 its spent $3.075m on parks support and
revenue cots and $2.338m on grants and direct
programme services
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D09 ‐ Milton Keynes Parks Trust

D10 ‐ Fife Coast and Countryside Trust

http://www.theparkstrust.com/

http://fifecoastandcountrysidetrust.co.uk/

The Trust is an independent charity that was created in
1992 and is responsible for managing 2,020 Ha of parks
and green spaces. Most of the park land is on a 999‐
year lease from Milton Keynes Council with restrictions
on the sale of land.
It employs around 40 staff including an operations
team and 17 trustees. It organises over 200 events
each year, runs environmental education programmes
and has a support a team of around 160 volunteers
 The Trust has an asset base of £86.7m
 Annual running costs are around £5m
 It generates income through firewood sales,
meat sales, rental of paddocks and the use of
the Campbell Park Pavilion

The Trust as established in 2001 to coordinate the
management and promotion of the Fife Coastal Path,
Lomond Hills Regional Park and other reserves and
sites. It is an independent charity with a board of 13
directors and 32 staff including 7 rangers and 8
maintenance staff.
The work of the Trust is supported by a partnership of
land‐managers, users, local councils and organisations
 Income in 2010 £2.1m and expenditure £2.0m,
in 2013 this has dropped to £1.6m income and
£1.7m expenditure
 Majority of funding in 2013 from the govern‐
ment (£1.33m) and its charitable activities
(£0.27m)
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